[The antibodies to neurohormonal anti-genes as a criterion of early diagnostic and neurointoxication in workers of chemical enterprises].
The examination was applied to enterprise workers laboring in conditions of vinyl chloride (79 patients), caustic soda (24 patients) and 10 patients with professional chronic mercury intoxication. The differences are established concerning manifestation of autoimmune reactions of personnel working in conditions of chronic effecting of vinyl chloride distinct of parameters characterizing autoimmune reactions of personnel working under impact of another neuro-toxicants (vapors of metallic mercury). The increasing of auto-antibodies to MAG was detected in healthy personnel and increasing of concentrations of auto-antibodies to protein S-100 and DNA was detected in personnel with initial manifestations of neuro-intoxication. These occurrences testify availability, of different mechanisms underlying formation of neurological disorders. The study data confirms involvement of auto-antibodies to neuronal antigens into derangement of neural activity in personnel working in conditions of effect of vinyl chloride and vapors of metallic mercury. Hence, the new possibilities are opened in studying pathogenesis of occupational neuro-intoxications. The detection of auto-antibodies to proteins of neural tissue can be recommended as a criterion of early identification of damage of neural system in personnel working in conditions of chemical industry.